Dual Loyalty in Solitary Confinement
The literature is clear that prolonged solitary confinement (confinement in excess of 15 consecutive days) is linked to
severe psychological and health-related consequences that could be permanent - leading to poorer outcomes, higher
recidivism rates, and even early death. Through this lens, helping professionals must conclude that prolonged solitary
confinement is not in the best interests of their clients’ well-being. This creates an ethical dilemma between a commitment
to the client and a commitment to the practice setting/agency when employment in this particular practice area is
accepted. This ethical dilemma is known as “dual loyalty”, in which a conflict exists between opposing ethical codes that
involve professional loyalties. Some important issues to consider when faced with dual loyalty in this situation are:
 Whether or not a professional believes the services being provided are in the best interests of client wellbeing despite the environmental conditions of solitary confinement.
 Whether or not a professional is able and/or willing to witness the suffering of others as part of the delivery
of their services.
 Whether or not a professional can make reasonable attempts to remediate the institutional policies driving
the use of prolonged solitary confinement and/or proactively advocate for clients to be released from
solitary confinement as soon as possible.
(Read about Dr. Ali Winters, a social worker who worked as a mental health provider in solitary and faced this dilemma.

Other Ethical Issues faced by Helping Professionals in Solitary Confinement Units
When working on a solitary confinement unit, there are multiple ethical conflicts that can arise, either as part of general
professional service or the unique tasks required for a particular position. When confronted with these ethical issues, the
key is to generate professional decisions based exclusively on ethical principles/codes with client well-being as a central
tenet while also understanding the need for safety and security.
Here are some common ethical conflicts inherent to working with those in prolonged solitary confinement:
 Professionals may be asked to participate in disciplinary or placement reviews in which clients are “sentenced”
to solitary confinement or their stay on solitary confinement is extended.
 Those with a severe mental illness, those who are members of racial/ethnic oppressed groups, and those who
identify as LGBTIQ2S are disproportionately placed in solitary confinement.
 Some clients may prefer to be placed in solitary confinement, at least temporarily, despite the dangers
associated with this type of housing assignment.
 In solitary confinement, it often takes one or more correctional officers to transport a client to a private area,
making it difficult to offer confidential services.
 Professionals may be asked to complete a psychological evaluation designed to assess and document a person’s
capacity to withstand the effects of prolonged solitary confinement.
 Because prolonged solitary confinement causes severe psychiatric problems, medication is often used to
manage the effects of the environmental conditions on confinement.
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Contemplation points:
1. What are the steps you should take in resolving an ethical dilemma like dual loyalty?
2. If a professional decides to maintain employment as a resolution of dual loyalty, what steps would they need to
take in order to ethically do so?
3. If a professional decides to terminate employment as a resolution of dual loyalty, what steps would they need to
take in order to ethically do so?
4. What are some self-care techniques you could use to manage your response to witnessing client suffering?
5. What are some actions an ethical helping professional would take to remediate institutional policies regarding
solitary confinement or advocate for their clients under such conditions?
6. Is it ethical for a professional to participate in an agency decision that would likely result in dangerous outcomes
for clients?
7. What does your Code of Ethics tell you about advocating for social justice - especially for marginalized,
vulnerable, and oppressed groups?
8. What ethical code tells you that confidential information should only be disclosed in a private setting in which
confidentiality can be ensured?
9. What can a helping professional do when they cannot provide needed services to clients?
10. What is your city or state doing to address the issue of solitary confinement?
11. What can you do, as a professional, to advocate for change in the use of solitary confinement?
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Call to Action!
1. Go to the Social Workers Against Solitary Confinement (SWASC) website and join this task-force in promoting a
conversation surrounding professional ethics and solitary confinement.
2. Watch “Last Days of Solitary” and consider the ethical implications related to the actions taken by the Warden in
transitioning away from the use of solitary confinement.
3. Go to the Solitary Watch website and consider participating in their “Photo Requests from Solitary” program.
4. Contact your state department of corrections and request their policies related to solitary confinement. Create
recommendations on how your state can implement safe alternatives to solitary confinement.

